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Abstract
Harmonic navigation of multiple low-cost robotic wheelchairs in a topology
of wireless sensor nodes that are deployed in a dynamic and crowded indoor
environment is a Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem.
To address this problem, we propose a distributed multi-wheelchair global har-
monic navigation algorithm. The distinguishing features of the proposed nav-
igation algorithm are global search and local conflict resolution abilities. In
the proposed algorithm, a travel time prediction method adopts a penalty for
potential conflicts based on wheelchairs’ priority, velocity and distance between
the nodes. Moreover, three harmonic rules are proposed for: 1) giving the high-
est priority to humans, 2) giving the highest priority to wheelchairs, 3) giving
flexible priority to wheelchairs. Through extensive quantitative simulations, we
explore the performance of wheelchairs in various floor plan topologies and dif-
ferent values for the system parameters, and demonstrate that the properties of
crowded indoor environments have important influence on the performance of
global navigation, such as service time. The third harmonic rule establishes the
trade-off between the performance of humans and robotic wheelchairs. At the
same time, physical prototype wheelchairs are implemented and they verify the
proposed global harmonic navigation algorithm. Some suggestions for robotic
wheelchair designers, building architects and building owners are provided based
on the conclusion of the experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Robotic wheelchairs are a type of service robot for indoor applications,
such as health care, and will co-exist in the human environment in near fu-
ture. Autonomous and harmonic navigation is a remarkable feature of robotic
wheelchairs. Many applications have focused on developing an integrated wheelchair
with a smart ’brain’ that can perceive and understand its environment, and re-
spond to changes in that environment [48, 37]. These applications especially
emphasize on giving highest priorities to humans [35, 38, 21] in order to ensure
harmonious human-robot coexistence.
Recently, there is a growing research trend in mutual beneficial collaboration
[3, 36, 26, 47] between mobile robots and static sensor networks, as it is believed
that in the future, there will be a potential and need for such practical applica-
tions [3] in the area of search and rescue and disable assistance. In such applica-
tions, neither network nodes nor mobile robots need to know their positions or
build any kind of map [34], and mobile robots are guided autonomously between
different locations by the navigation network. These applications also aimed at
building an intelligent environment to support the robot navigation, and they
preferably find shortest possible paths while avoiding dangers in the environ-
ment [24], and collisions with static obstacles [34], and other mobile objects.
Motivated by the characteristic of this kind of network, we have described a so-
lution [17, 40], in which wireless visual sensor nodes (WVSnode) are distributed
in an intelligent environment to support navigation of a robotic wheelchair. The
distributed sensors and associated distributed information can release massive
robot intelligence in its inhibited environment, which consists of a wireless visual
sensor network (WVSN) that detects robots, collects environment information
and activates robot behaviors in order to respond to the emergent events and
help the robots to achieve their goals. But how to use this kind of intelligent
environment to harmonically navigate multiple low-cost wheelchairs in an in-
door environment is not considered in extant research. This is a challenging
problem. Firstly, for current harmonic rules (i.e. designing robotics to serve hu-
mans and giving the highest priorities to humans [35, 38, 21]), some researchers
have realized that the situation is quite different for robotic wheelchairs in the
sense that wheelchairs may have the highest priorities to move sometime when
humans are aware of their existence [32, 20]. Secondly, current navigation al-
gorithms are not suitable for an indoor environment that is characterized by
narrow or crowded aisles. For analyzing this environment, such a class of nav-
igation networks can be considered as a weighted graph, for example as shown
in Figure 1. In which, a shortest path between v1 and v6 may be not an optimal
solution for two robots running in a opposite direction, when sum of the costs
involved in multiple robotic wheelchair travel is considered. Furthermore, a task
of planning multi-wheelchair navigation in a crowded and dynamic environment
by applying our proposed network can be characterized as a NP-hard problem
[43]. The detailed discussion on Figure 1 is described in Section 2. Thirdly,
current research on harmonic navigation focuses on designing local navigation
algorithms. For instance, Sisbot et al. [38] developed a method of determining
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how a robot may approach a human by considering safety criteria, visibility
criteria, and hidden zones. This kind of research has improved the behavior
control method or mechanism of a single wheelchair, but it does not focus on
global navigation planner. Some researchers have investigated the harmonic
global navigation of multiple wheelchairs. For an instance, Guzzi et al. [12]
implemented a fully distributed algorithm for robot local navigation, as well as
a heuristics strategy for mutual avoidance of humans. They also found that the
emergent collective behaviors are similar to those observed in human crowds.
However, this research did not consider a crowded indoor environment and node
topology-based navigation. At the same time, we believe that the wheelchair
users have an equal right to access the paths and the quality of serving time,
especially when they face emergent situations with time constraints, such as
meeting a doctor. This means that the serving time should be considered in
the context of global navigation. Moreover, because the distribution of our de-
signed sensor network, the dynamic environment, and limited measuring range
of sensors installed on a robotic wheelchair, the central scheduler or planner that
persists in global optimal solution is infeasible. In fact, in this kind of real-world
environment, it is necessary to design more flexible distributed algorithms for
multiple robotic wheelchair navigation to create a harmonic environment for
human-robotics collaboration and explore different scenarios and their impact
on the algorithms.
Figure 1: An example of a weighted graph
The contributions of this paper include (1) a multi-wheelchair navigation
algorithm based on a WVSN for narrow space scenarios in indoor applications,
which is featured as global searching and local conflict resolution, (2) a travel
time prediction method that adopts the penalty for potential conflicts based on
wheelchair velocity and distance between nodes and various harmonic rules from
a perspective of trade-off between travel performance of humans and robotic
wheelchairs, and (3) performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm in vari-
ous topologies of classical floor plans in indoor environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed
in Section 2. An overview of our navigation network is described in Section
3. The distributed navigation algorithm with harmonic rules are described and
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evaluated using various topology simulation scenarios in Section 4. The detailed
information of a prototype system based on wireless visual nodes and real-world
experiments and their results are introduced in Section 5. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 6.
2. Related work
Many researchers paid attention to intelligent wheelchair to build a central
control unit, such as an agent running on a laptop/remote controller [28, 9, 7].
Trieu et al. [44] built an intelligent wheelchair that can detect obstacles in front
of it using a laser range finder sensor, and produces a real-time map. They have
considered the user’s intentions via head-movement interface, accessible space
of the environment and user safety in their control method. Del Castillo et al.
[8] adopted a sonar approach to detect obstacles for a vision based autonomous
wheelchair.
Recently, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been intro-
duced into intelligent wheelchair systems, especially for marking global informa-
tion label [13, 30, 39]. Hamagami and Hirata [13] implemented a software agent
to control autonomous behaviors, such as cognising the safety and effective-
ness of every move by observing a local real environment by range sensors and
acquiring more global and accurate information, such as room number. Mat-
sumoto et al. [30] built a wheelchair with the ability to accurately determine
its position and direction using internal sensors and external assistance from
the surrounding environment, including Global Positioning System (GPS) and
RFID. Its autonomous traveling controller is a control unit, a board computer
and motor amplifiers. Tao et al. [39] equipped their wheelchair with a main
controller (via embedded board 1.5G), where wheel encoders and a ultrasonic
sensor are used for obstacle avoidance and a RFID reader is used for detecting
the RFID tags on the floor or furniture for location.
With the development of wireless sensor network (WSN) technology, some
researchers on robotics have tried to explore a new way of combining WSN and
robotics to better serve all kinds of practical applications [1, 7]. Some research
efforts emphasized on platform implementation and distributed navigation al-
gorithms. O’Hara et al. [34] presented a hardware platform, the GNATs, to
aid in path planning, in which the nodes are equipped with four infrared (IR)
emitters and four IR receivers. In the path finding stage a node broadcasts the
message between nodes in the similar way to distributed Bell-ford algorithm.
Simpson [37] adopted an approach of using embedded nodes to create a ‘navi-
gation field’, in which mobile robots can find their way around. In this author’s
approach, transition probabilities between nodes were estimated to compute a
best direction to suggest to a mobile robot for moving between a source and
a destination. Li and Rus [24] used number of hops to evaluate the distance
between sensors without relying on location information and relying on a re-
active task in a sensor network for guiding the movement of a user equipped
with a node that can talk to sensors across the field. Bhattacharya et al. [4]
have described a Roadmap Query based navigation method for outdoor and
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dynamic environment applications. Baeg et al. [2] and Louloudi et al. [27] in-
troduced service oriented robots for smart home applications, but both of them
do not provide the solution to the problem of coordinating multiple wheelchairs,
especially in indoor applications.
Some researchers concentrated on collaboration of fully mobile, large scale
and small size nodes [47]. For example, Payton et al. [36] introduced a system,
named ‘Pheromone Robotics’, inspired by biology (swarm behavior) for large
scale multi-robot control, in which every node is the same as a robot and called
as mobile node. They have ability to move, communicate and make decision.
The mobile nodes equipped with a wireless sensor form dynamic groups, share
information and adopt wireless communication distance to evaluate the distance
between them.
The aforementioned research strands developed wireless visual nodes and
distributed navigation algorithms to support multiple robotic wheelchair navi-
gation in an indoor environment while taking the environment constraints into
consideration. In such applications distributed sensor nodes consist of a wire-
less visual sensor network that can detect robots, collect environment infor-
mation, and activate robot behaviors through emergent events and goals, in
order to release the massive robot intelligence in its living environment. In pre-
vious works [17, 40], we have described our solution to some basic problems
of how to design a robot capable of knowing: 1) where am I going to? 2)
Where am I? and 3) how do I get there?. Furthermore, our prior research intro-
duced a major phase of navigation and described some simulation experiments
that were carried out to evaluate some algorithms, such as, Random Selec-
tion Policy (RaSelP), RaSelP+Plan-Break, broad-first-search-like policy-based
Plan-Forward without Punishment (BFSP+FWoutP), and broad-first-search-
like policy-based Plan-Forward with Punishment (BFSP+Plan-FWP) [41], ac-
cording to the indicators, such as energy consumption per node and the number
of messages sent in the whole network.
Recently, the issue of harmonic movement of multiple robotic wheelchairs in
a crowded environment has been brought into academic and robotic engineer-
ing field. Current research [31, 18, 6, 19, 35, 38, 21, 12] focuses on guiding a
wheelchair robot to harmonically pass a crowded environment and give highest
priority to humans. For example, Lam et al. [21] proposed six harmonic rules
for robots to follow in order to guarantee least disturbance during navigation
in a human-robot environment. Hamagami and Hirata [13] proposed a method
for predicting human’s behavior during movement and performing avoidance
behavior by employing a social force model. All the harmonic rules designed
for local navigation algorithms follow the objectives that serve humans and give
the highest priorities to humans. Some researchers believe that this kind of
situation is quite different for robotic wheelchairs in a sense that wheelchairs
may have the highest priorities to move when humans are aware of their ex-
istence [42]. Face-to-face direction cases based on the observation of collision
avoidance patterns in hospital corridor were proposed in wheelchair navigation
in human-shared environments [32, 20]. Urdiales et al. [45] used collaborative
control to coordinate the wheelchair navigation in an indoor environment and
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concluded that this kind of shared control strategy adapts to the person’s needs
and assists him/her when necessary. Masoud [29] used a guidance component of
the controller based on the Harmonic Potential Field approach for joint motion
planning and control of dynamical mobile robots.
As mentioned in Section 1, using our proposed intelligent network to plan
multi-wheelchair navigation in a crowded and dynamic environment is a NP-
hard problem, and current navigation algorithms are not suitable for indoor
environments that are characterized by narrow or crowded aisles. For analyzing
this environment, a class of navigation networks can be considered as a weighted
graph G = (V,E, f), where V and E are the sets of vertices and edges, respec-
tively, and f is a real-valued weight function f : E → R. Vertices represent
wireless nodes. An edge represents a physical routing segment between two
wireless nodes and it is weighted by the time that robots need to travel. The
path planning finds the shortest path from one vertex to another. For example
in the weighted graph as shown in Figure 1, the shortest path between v1 and
v6 is a path p=(v1, v2, v4, v6). However, in an indoor environment, the path
p may be not an optimal solution, when sum of the costs involved in multiple
robotic wheelchairs travel is considered. Assume that in Figure 1 there are two
robots, r1 at v1 and r2 at v6 and their destinations are v6 and v1, respectively.
If both robots move from their source to their destination simultaneously, then
the optimal solutions for them will vary in the following cases.
Case 1: Every edge is bidirectional, that is, two robots can pass simultane-
ously a path/edge in the opposite direction.
Case 2: Every edge is unidirectional or one-way, that is, only one robot is
allowed to pass a path if two robots move in the opposite direction.
Case 3: There are obstacles, such as randomly appeared trashes and mobile
objects in the way.
In case 1, it is obvious that (v1, v2, v4, v6) is the optimal path for both r1
and r2.
In case 2, there are many possible situations: (1) robot r1 with velocity
vel = 2 arrives at v2 and robot r2 with velocity vel = 1.5 arrives at v4 at
the same time. Then both robots apply to v2 and v4 for the access of shared
resource (v2, v4). If both nodes cannot assign the access to any of robot, then
both robots will not move anymore; if both nodes let both robots be in the path
without access control policies, then the robots will stop at the point where they
meet; (2) robot r1 firstly arrives at v2, then enters the path (v2, v4) and occupy
the access of the path, then robot r2 has to wait for robot r1 for releasing the
access of the path. In this situation, robot r2 will take 10 time units and drive
itself from v6 to v1, and the sum of costs of both robots for both tasks is 19 time
units. If node v2 reroute robot r2’s path (v1, v2, v4, v6) to a path (v1, v2, v6)
after detecting shared resource conflict, then the sum of the costs of both robots
is 18.5 time units. Obviously, the latter is a better solution for both robots.
The most complex situation is case 3, in which many factors need to be
considered, such as velocity of other mobile objects and the topology of the
floor plans. Therefore, using our proposed intelligent network to plan multi-
wheelchair navigation in a crowded and dynamic environment is similar to a
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situation of finding shortest paths for multiple vehicles in a dynamic network,
which has been characterized as a NP-hard problem [43].
According to the analysis above, when considering the limitations of narrow
corridors and the dynamics of the environment, the topology of our designed
network that is embedded in the indoor environments has an important influence
on the performance of our prior proposed navigation method that is totally
different from traditional robot navigation research based on metric map or
topology map [16, 5, 9, 25, 23, 11, 14]. Tian et al. [40] have pointed out that
the connectivity between nodes affect the performance of our global navigation.
We believe that there is a need for flexible harmonic rules for global navigation
of robotic wheelchairs, if their users booked a surgery in a hospital or there exists
an emergent situation for users to pass the crowd in an indoor environment.
This paper extends our prior work [41, 17] by studying the problem of sup-
porting multi-wheelchair harmonic navigation in an indoor environment and
investigating the pros and cons of different harmonic rules in floor plans with
different topologies.
3. Overview of the navigation network
3.1. Goal and working principle of the navigation network
Our prior project [10, 17, 41] aimed to build an intelligent environment or
a navigation network, which is composed of wireless visual nodes. These nodes
can be installed in ceiling or higher places on the wall to support the automatic
navigation of multiple robotic wheelchairs. These wheelchairs are low-cost and
they require lower computation but can achieve complex tasks, such as obstacle
avoidance and navigation. The architecture of our WVSN is flat as shown in
Figure 2. This means that every node in this network works as a peer, and no
node plays a critical role of the centralized controller.
Figure 2: Navigation network
In the navigation process of a robotic wheelchair in our navigation network
firstly, a user selects a destination by touching an entry in a destination option
list in the interface of a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA); secondly, a message
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about the selected wheelchair and destination is sent to the network, and prop-
agated to a source node that has control over the selected robotic wheelchair.
This is called as commanding phase; then, a particular route between the source
node to the destination node is established using a distributed navigation al-
gorithm. This is called as searching target phase; after that, the wheelchair is
guided in accordance with the established route to the destination node in a
form of node by node movement.
3.2. Key parts and their architectures
The key parts and their architectures in our navigation network are as fol-
lows:
(1) Wireless visual sensor node (WVSnode), node for short. The
design schema of a node is that cameras are integrated to node platform Imote2
[33] to increase their vision. A node can run in two modes: off-line configuration
and on-line computation.
• Off-line configuration. After visual nodes are calibrated, parameters for
each node can be configured or set, such as labelling a node with semantic
information (e.g., John’s office), setting its IP address and indicating its
monitoring area segments and outlet (e.g., overlay point to Alice’s office).
• On-line computation. A node can achieve tasks, such as locating wheelchairs,
detecting obstacles, talking to a PDA and finding paths to destinations
with collaboration of other nodes in a real time manner. A robotic
wheelchair can be guided node by node in an established route. Note
that nodes exchange the control of a wheelchair in their overlay points.
(2) Robotic wheelchair. It is equipped with a simple and low-cost wireless
sensor node. The node has low computation ability. The robotic wheelchair
talks to the network and executes simple commands, such as turning left 30
degrees, going straight along a right side wall or stop.
For simplicity and low-cost, we adopt an 8-bit microcontroller Mega128 to
manage sensors installed on the wheelchair to control wheelchair behaviors, and
a complex programmable logic device (CPLD) is used to process the signal
information from ultrasonic sensors.
For achieving goals of low-cost and simple intelligence, the behavior con-
troller of a wheelchair is designed as a kind of reactive agent architecture [46],
as shown in Figure 3, where a wheelchair behavior is a built-in software module
in an embedded control board. At the same time, a wheelchair can only exe-
cute a simple behavior that is activated according to a node command and the
wheelchair perception. The real prototype of our wheelchair is shown in Figure
4.
(3) Zigbee based wheelchair controller. It sends the commands to
a robot, such as finding a specific robot and ordering a robot to move to a
particular destination through the network. Its use case diagram is shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Reactive agent architecture for behavior control of robotic wheelchair
(a) Front view (b) Side view
Figure 4: Photos of robotic wheelchair
Other functional modules described in section 3 are implemented and their
detailed information is omitted due to the size limitation of this paper.
4. Harmonic multi-wheelchair coordination in a node topological level
In our previous work [10, 17, 40], we have proposed some methods for local
navigation, such as snake-based motion planning and bloom filter base naviga-
tion (bf-Navigation). We have also introduced the major phases of navigation
in our prior work [41] and described some simulation experiments that were
carried out to evaluate algorithms, such as, Random Selection Policy (RaSelP),
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Figure 5: Use case diagram for a wheelchair controller module in a PDA
RaSelP+Plan-Break, broad-first-search-like policy-based Plan-Forward without
Punishment (BFSP+FWoutP), and broad-first-search-like policy-based Plan-
Forward with Punishment (BFSP+ Plan-FWP). In this paper, we discuss other
important issues that exist in low-cost wheelchair navigation: the optimization
of harmonic global navigation (also called as harmonic long-term path finding),
dynamic obstacle and constraints (such as imprecisely measured data and low
behavior control precision). Before discussing these issues, we present some
assumptions first.
Assumption I. Each wheelchair has its docking place, where it can be charged
when it is in idle state.
Assumption II. The user of a wheelchair can only input his command through
a PDA, and the command is broadcasted to the designated wheelchair via
WVSN.
Assumption III. In an indoor environment, if a path can only be accessed
by one wheelchair in one direction (shown in Figure 6(a)) at a time, then a
node adopts the policy subscribed according to the priority of the wheelchair.
If a path can be accessed by multiple wheelchairs in bi-direction (shown in
Figure 6(b)) at a time, then the node coordinates multi-wheelchairs to pass
synchronously in complying with the rules of the right hand.
Note that false positive probability of using bf-Navigation is proven [49, 17].
So, bf-Navigation can ensure that every node knows the potential path to the
target node that the wheelchair or a user queried, after asking for help from
nodes with two hops. Therefore, from the topological view, bf-Navigation is
adopted in order to reduce the set of searched nodes.
4.1. Navigation algorithm and harmonic rules
Inspired by the idea of replacing physical paths with communication routing
[40], the solution to global navigation in an indoor environment is transformed
into the problem of designing a harmonic navigation protocol that includes
operations of query, confirmation, and execution. In the navigation protocol,
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(a) Single direction (b) Bi-direction
Figure 6: Cases of single direction and bi-direction
we assign each wheelchair a priority, and ensure that a wheelchair with higher
priority passes first. Three harmonic rules are as follows:
A. Highest priorities to humans (navigation algorithm with highest priority
to humans, NAHPH)
Rule A1) If there is a moving object or other wheelchairs with higher priority
on a wheelchair’s way to its destination, the wheelchair stops and waits until the
moving object passes.
B. Highest priorities to wheelchairs (navigation algorithm with highest pri-
ority to wheelchairs, NAHPW)
Rule B1) If two wheelchairs are involved in a conflict, the navigating node
in the navigation network randomly chooses one of them to assign it the right
to pass the path.
C. Flexible priorities to wheelchairs (navigation algorithm with the flexible
harmonic rules)
Rule C1) There are three-level of priorities, top-level, mid-level, and lower
level. The wheelchair with top-level priority can pass and alarm the crowd with
its light, while humans always hold mid-level priority and wheelchairs with rou-
tine tasks have lower level priority.
In addition to above harmonic rules, a rule of half-half chance for wheelchairs
is also adopted. This is, if two wheelchairs with the same level of priority are
involved in a conflict, the navigating node in the navigation network randomly
chooses one of them to occupy the right to access the path. We can describe
the running mode of our approach in term of four phases. These phases are:
1) The commanding phase: After a user inputs his command by a PDA equipped
with a GainZ [41], the command is sent to a wheelchair via a node that is the
nearest to the wheelchair. This phase is called as the commanding phase.
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2) The searching target phase: After receiving the order, the wheelchair sends
a query to search the target node through wireless communication between
nodes. In this phase, there are three important issues that should be consid-
ered.
(a) The strategy of the transmitting search message: Based on our prior work
[17, 40], the Bloom Filter-based navigation algorithm is adopted in the
second phase for searching potential paths to a target node.
(b) A conflict prediction technique is adopted. In which, considering the
moving objects in real-world applications/environments, the influence
or interference between moving objects (wheelchairs or obstacles) should
be considered not only during the second, but also during the third and
fourth phases. In the second phase, a technique is used to predict poten-
tial conflicts between wheelchairs or between wheelchairs and dynamic
obstacles, in which every node computes the time that an object arrives
in its region and the duration they occupy, with an assumption that
the speed of all moving objects in the environment is constant. To esti-
mate the cost that a wheelchair passes a path, we adopt Plan-Forward-
With-Punish-Priority (Plan-FWPP). Plan-FWPP means a node uses a
penalty policy to compute its weight that combines the pure-execution-
time (PET). The wheelchair with the latest/earliest time among the
wheelchairs involved in a same conflict can have right to access the path,
while considering their priorities. This means that the latest time of each
wheelchair is calculated according to
(i)
Li
min
l=1
(
T r (s, l) + T r (l, i) +
Rc
max
r1
T r1 (i, l)
)
, if their priorities are same;
(ii)
Li
min
l=1
(
T r (s, l) + T r (l, i) + T r1min (i)
)
, if the priority of a wheelchair r1
is higher than other wheelchairs involved in the same conflict and∣∣∣∣ Rcminr 6=r1T r (i)− T r1min (i)
∣∣∣∣ < L
r1
min
l
T r1(l,i)
3 .
Therefore, when a query message is transmitted or broadcasted, the
weights of each path are handed over and computed one by one as follows:
T rmin(s, i) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
Li
min
l=1
(T r(s, l) + T r(l, i)), if there is no conflicts
Li
min
l=1
(T r(s, l) + T r(l, i) +
Rc
max
r1
T r1(i, l)), if meet conflict conditions
Li
min
l=1
(T r(s, l) + T r(l, i) + T r1min(i)),
if there exist r1 Â others and
|
Rc
min
r 6=r1
T r(i)− T r1min(i)| <
Lr1
min
l
Tr1(l,i)
3
where l = 1, . . . , Lri ; i = 1, . . . , N ; r = 1, . . . , R; N is the total number
of nodes in the WVSN; i represents the i-th node; Lri is the number of
one hop neighbors around the i-th node; R represents the total number
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of wheelchairs in the WVSN; r represents the r-th robot/wheerlchair; s
denotes the source node. T r (s, i) indicates the time cost that wheelchair
r travels from node s to node i. Obviously, T rmin(s, i) means that to find
the shortest route from s to i is to find the nearest neighbors of the i-th
node and the shortest path from node s to the set of neighbor nodes
of node i. While the weight, T r (s, e), of every path to the target e for
wheelchair r is computed, and hops of every path are counted during
the searching phase. Â denotes the operator of priority. For instance,
r1 Â r2 means that the priority of r1 is higher than that of r2. If some
wheelchairs have same priority, then one with the latest time to arrive
the node wins.
The conflict measuring conditions are:
(i) the moving direction of r and r1 is opposite during passing the path
between node i and node l;
(ii) the path from the node to node i is single path;
(iii) there exists r1 ∈ Rc and
T r1min (sr, l)− T r1min
(
sr1, l
)
> T r1 (i, l) (1)
(iv) there exists r1 Â r∃Rc and
∣∣∣∣ Rcminr 6=r1T r (i)− T r1min (i)
∣∣∣∣ <
Lr1
min
l
T r1 (l, i)
3
(2)
where r 6= r1, 0 < r1 ∈ Rc, Rc is a set of wheelchairs that will pass
the path from node i to node l and satisfies the conflict conditions in
Equation (1); sr represents the source node for wheelchair r. T r (i) repre-
sents the time that wheelchair r arrive at node i. T rmin (i) represents the
shortest time that wheelchair r arrive at node i. Equation (2) introduces
the conflict measure conditions, called as conflict conditions. If there are
no conflicts, T rmin(s, i) is equal to
Li
min
l=1
(T r (s, l) + T r (l, i)); otherwise, a
penalty item
Rc
max
r1
T r1 (i, l) or T r1min (i, l) is added. This strategy results
in a wheelchair considering the cost of potential conflicts during search
of the optimal path.
(c) The stop conditions of searching are: (i) Hop is greater than N, and (ii)
the count of timer in the source node is greater than the threshold, ThD,
that is usually set as two minutes.
3) Route confirmation phase: During this phase, the target node feeds back
the confirmation message to the wheelchair through the sensor network in
order to select an optimal route for wheelchair r. A broad-first-search-like
policy (BFSP) [41] is adopted in this paper. This policy is like a kind of
dynamic-programming solution provided by back-forward induction. Every
node in the shortest path from the target node to the source node determines
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the shortest predecessor node, ipred , within one hop, considering the weight
and hop information that are aggregated during second phase. After this
process, each node in the shortest path commits to help the wheelchair to
finish its navigation task.
4) Navigation phase. The wheelchair that is approaching the target node is
detected, recognized and tracked by each WVSnode that had committed
to the routing task during the third phase, while the wheelchair sends and
receives messages through its equipped node. In addition, the real-world
environment is full of the multiple moving objects and static objects that
can suddenly appear in a wheelchair’s way. For example, trash cans can
be placed suddenly in a wheelchair’s way. So, a common rule for robotic
wheelchairs is formulated.
CommonRule: If there is a static object in a wheelchair’s way to its destina-
tion and the node detects that the path is feasible, the wheelchair will find
solutions to pass the obstacle. If it fails to do so, it will return to the nearest
node and choose another potential path to the target node; Note that the
commonRule is applied to three kinds of harmonic rules.
4.2. Experiments and results
For investigating the harmonic rules, we consider three kind of scenarios. In
the first scenario, wheelchairs have higher priority than humans. In the second,
humans have higher priority than the wheelchairs. In the third, priority of a
wheelchair is changeable according to the emergent degree of its task.
For comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed naviga-
tion with different harmonic rules, we have developed a simulation platform as
shown in Figure 7. The simulation platform mimics nodes’ and wheelchairs’
behaviors in various floor plans. In Figure 7, each colored rectangle represents
a moving wheelchair or a moving obstacle, whereas each blue circle denotes a
wireless visual sensor node, while bricks or walls are represented by brown or
grey connected rectangles. The area of each floor plan is 30m*30m. Note that,
Figure 7(a) shows a floor plan of two buildings connected by a corridor and
there is no circle in its topology. Figure 7(b) shows a floor plan of two buildings
connected by a corridor and there are three tie-like circles in its topology. Fig-
ure 7(c) shows a floor plan with four crosses in its topology. Figure 7(d) shows
a floor plan with a two dimension grid. Figure 7(e) shows a floor plan with
a rectangle topology. Figure 7(f) shows a floor plan with a T-shape topology.
Figure 7(g) shows a floor plan with nine cubes, and Figure 7(h) shows a floor
plan with a I-shape topology. Figures 7(a)-(h) are represented by 2bconR, 3tie,
4cross, 2d-grid, Rectangle, T, 9cube and I-shape, respectively.
The Plan-FWPP with highest priority for humans (Plan-FWPPHPH ) and
the Plan-FWPP with flexible harmonic rule are carried out in the topology of
each floor plan twelve times, and the number of moving obstacles is set as 3,
7, 12, 17 and 22, respectively. The results of the average delay of execution
time that all wheelchairs finished their tasks are shown in Table 1 and Table
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2, respectively. Note that the tasks are randomly generated and assigned to a
wheelchair by the simulator, once the wheelchair finished its current task.
It is obvious that the average delay of the execution time of every wheelchair
is small, after applying the navigation algorithm with highest priority for wheelchairs.
So, the Plan-FWPP with highest priority for wheelchairs (Plan-FWPPHPW )
are carried out on some floor plans on which Plan-FWPPHPH did not perform
well. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 1: Average delay of each task for three wheelchairs after employing the
flexible harmonic rules
Topology of
floor plan
Num. of Person
2 7 12 17 22
Rectangle 1.246064 3.289060 5.065047 7.774448 24.222298
I-shape 2.150243 6.366557 12.542470 25.821930 50.063330
T 2.428571 8.712842 29.179350 68.779900 74.190140
3tie 1.408033 4.735668 9.834129 23.589740 70.953490
2bconR 1.744048 6.375369 14.666960 38.802310 110.165600
4cross 1.115702 3.370649 6.855518 13.203970 22.601210
9cube 0.593279 2.028237 3.768678 6.502592 10.200620
2d-grid 0.380811 1.622449 1.609758 2.518980 3.397064
Table 1 and Table 2 indicate that, with the increase in number of moving
persons in the various topologies of floor plan, the average delay time of a
task carried by the wheelchair increases. At the same time, we observe that the
average delay time of tasks carried out by the wheelchairs employing the flexible
harmonic rules are smaller than the one where wheelchairs are employing Plan-
FWPPHPH. However, Table 3 shows that, for the worse situations, the average
delays that wheelchairs take to finish all tasks by employing Plan-FWPPHPW
is relatively small for different topologies of floor plans. It should be mentioned
that, due to flexible harmonic rules, the wheelchair with the top-level priority
in the simulation has no task execution delay. This means that the wheelchair
user can deal with the emergency situation or meet the doctor and attend the
appointment on time.
From these experimental results, we can conclude that the features of the
topology of the floor plans have an important influence on the service time of
each wheelchair, especially in some extreme situations, such as T or 2bconR.
Suggestions for designers and researchers of the robotic wheelchair are that
they should create balance between the human safety and rights of wheelchair
users to access the critical path.
Suggestions for wheelchair users are 1) harmonic rules depend on collabora-
tive interaction between humans and wheelchair users; 2) being an early bird
can catch the deadline; 3) be familiar with the environment, especially the topol-
ogy of floor plan, that will be visited. Suggestions for the building owners and
architects are that they should leave spaces or design a specialized route/area
for wheelchair users for the upcoming ageing society.
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Table 2: Average delay of each task for three wheelchairs after giving the highest
priority to humans
Topology of
floor plan
Num. of Persons
2 7 12 17 22
Rectangle 0.963634 2.21855 3.432622 5.103389 12.79727
I-shape 1.57485 4.097119 7.742161 12.9849 20.44698
T 2.198093 6.622137 17.48124 28.16011 20.58777
3tie 1.06915 3.124986 6.560556 13.26531 24.7315
2bconR 1.266044 4.233871 8.627232 17.2238 32.1627
4cross 0.835041 2.194093 4.415239 7.574163 11.47761
9cube 0.469956 1.373674 2.6528 4.037454 6.202736
2d-grid 0.311891 1.096579 1.139165 1.621414 2.239351
Table 3: Average delay of each task for three wheelchairs after giving the highest
priority to them
Topology of floor plan Num. of Person (= 22)
I-shape 0.465658
T 0.253731
3tie 0.355839
2bconR 0.459184
5. Real-world experiments
Real-world experiments for testing harmonic navigation were conducted.
First, we test the performance of wireless visual sensor node. As shown in
Table 4, the experimental results revealed that the average of inquiring frame
rate of a wireless visual node is 22 frames per second (fps). The rate of recogniz-
ing one and two wheelchairs are up to ten and 4 fps, respectively. The average
velocity of the wheelchair is 0.330m/s, while the minimum velocity is 0.324m/s.
The average enquiry time for a query is 0.068827s.
In second experiment, a performance test is carried out ten times. In which,
a wheelchair goes straight 2 meters starting from node 05, turns right 90 de-
gree, and then goes straight 6 meters from node 02 to node 00. The floor plan
of the experimental environment is shown in Figure 8, where red points indi-
cate the location where nodes are installed and blue links mean that there is a
unidirectional path between nodes, and a pen installed on the wheelchair traces
each robot’s tracks. The performance of the improved wheelchair is shown in
Table 5. It can be observed from Table 5 that the maximal distance between
the expected end point and the actual end point is 13.5 cm, while the minimal
distance from the expected end point is 4.5 cm. The maximal distance between
the two farthest tracks when a wheelchair turns 90 degree is 16 cm. The maxi-
mal distance between the two farthest tracks when a wheelchair goes a straight
line is 16 cm.
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Table 4: Performance index of the improved wheelchair
Items Average time (s)
Detecting a wheelchair 0.095818
Detecting the shape of an obstacle 0.096714
Detecting two wheelchairs simultaneously 0.130531
detecting whether there exists an obstacle 0.0654689
Table 5: Positioning errors at the end point of each track
i-th test1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average
Positioning
error(cm)2
4.5 8.1 9.1 7.2 8.1 13.5 7.0 11.0 8.0 10.3 8.68
In the third experiment, we take the velocity experiment of a wheelchair as
a simple comparison between the real results and theoretical results. An experi-
ment on a real physical environment is carried out. In which, the wheelchair goes
a 3m straight line five times when setting the wheelchair velocity as 0.330m/s,
and we recorded the time taken by each test. The results are shown in Table
6. In Table 6, the average velocity of the wheelchair is 0.329m/s. We observed
that the velocity values of each test is slightly different from each other. On the
contrary, in our simulation environment, the velocity of a wheelchair is set as a
constant value, such as 0.330m/s, in the initialization phase of each simulation,
because we did not consider detailed information, such as the delay of robotic
wheelchair executor, the ground friction, and sensor measurement error. So,
there is definitely no variation of velocity in each test. The simulation results
should be the same value as what we expected if there is no random obstacles
in the wheelchair’s way.
The fourth experiment is shown in Figure 9, in which an automatic naviga-
tion process of a robotic wheelchair is presented. The wheelchair starts to move
to the destination that is given by the user’s commands via the PDA. The com-
mands are sent that one wheelchair in node 10 goes to node 00 (the floor plan
of this experiment is shown in Figure 8). The experiment was carried out twice.
In the first test, the wheelchair cannot pass the path from node 05 to node 03,
which is occupied by two persons seated on chairs. Then, the wheelchair chooses
another feasible path from node 12 to node 00. But after facing a person (seen
in Figure 9(a(1)-a(4)), the wheelchair still slowly approaches its destination by
following the harmonic rule of dealing with the emergent task, while the per-
Table 6: Results of velocity experiment
1 2 3 4 5 average
time taken(s) 9.11 9.38 8.98 8.91 9.23 9.122
Speed(m/s) 0.329 0.320 0.334 0.337 0.325 0.329
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son slowly moves backward. In the second test, the wheelchair moves with the
ability to avoid obstacles (a trash bin) (seen in Figure 9(b)).
The fifth experiment on path finding involving a conflict between two wheelchairs,
one in node 10 and another in node 00, is carried out. The results show that
the wheelchairs automatically navigate via our wireless visual sensor network.
Figure 10 shows a series of video frames from this experiment.
Based on our implementation and the experiment results, the practical im-
plications for robotic wheelchair researchers and engineers are (1) issues about
safety should be considered during the design and implementation phases. For
example, it is necessary to install an emergency stop button on the wheelchair,
especially during testing phase; (2) the selection of sensor types (e.g., ultrasonic
sensors and infrared sensors) and their precision is crucial for control algorithms
and strategies, especially when low-cost is taken as a primary goal; (3) how to
assign tasks between a network and a robotic wheelchair. The reactive agent
architecture for behavior control of a robotic wheelchair managed to control the
low-level behaviors of a robotic wheelchair, while the task of global navigation
was carried out by a wireless sensor network. This kind of ‘divide-and-conquer’
strategy works well in our implementation; (4) the detection speed and preci-
sion of a visual node is very important. There is still space for improvement
for it; (5) the off-line configuration system for wireless sensor should be better
integrated with the simulation functions of navigation protocol. This helps us
to detect many problems during protocol design.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on the problem of supporting harmonic navigation of
low-cost multi-wheelchair in an indoor environment that has characteristics of
narrow or crowded aisles, with low-cost constraint features, such as imprecisely
measured data and low precision of behavior control. Through extensive quanti-
tative simulations, we explore various floor plan topologies and different values
for the system parameters, and the simulation results demonstrate that they
have important influence on the performance of global navigation method and
harmonic rules. The proposed navigation method with flexible harmonic rules
can help establish trade-off for the access of the critical paths between humans
and robotic wheelchairs. At the same time, the pros and cons of three different
harmonic rules are discussed. This will benefit not only the indoor applications,
such as smart home and health care center, but also the designers or researchers
of robotic wheelchairs, building owners and architects. The proposed approach
is capable of converting low-cost wheelchairs into intelligent wheelchairs without
requiring fundamental design changes.
There are still outstanding issues to be addressed in this domain, for example
how to devise an optimal approach to estimate the weight of each path in a
dynamic environment, especially when the speed of a wheelchair is not constant.
In addition, it is a challenging task for us to prove how aWVSN can be simplified
to a network with a characteristic of low edge connectivity to make bf-Navigation
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based routing algorithms more efficient, and incorporate it into the information
management of service-oriented applications [15, 22] in intelligent buildings.
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(a) 2-building connection floor plan (b) 3-tie shape floor plan
(c) four cross (d) 2-dimension grid floor plan
(e) Rectangle floor plan (f) T-shape floor plan
(g) nine cubes floor plan (h) I-shape floor plan
Figure 7: Snapshots of simulation floor plans with different topologies
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Figure 8: A part of floor plan which build the navigation network
(a) Picture for first test of the fourth experiment
(b) Pictures for second test of the fourth experiment
Figure 9: Two experiments of harmonic navigation with collision-free
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Figure 10: A series of snapshots of path finding involving a conflict between two
wheelchairs (note that the yellow line indicate the location of the wheelchair in
picture-in-picture)
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